A nervous system is close at hand whereby men of love can flow into each other over great distances. A flow going in all directions to all people. With satellites, cassettes, cable systems, computers interfaced with each other, electronic energy can go freely around the globe. Increasing our contact with other psyche via technology involves a recognition that the technology itself, however honest it is, is largely impotent spiritually unless it is used with a cosmic awareness. Even then it is a paltry substitute for true oneness via telepathy or via systems based totally on a spiritual love flow.

Neither modern man nor his creations in material form constitute the natural universe except in a few very conscious occasions because man's pattern of thought is one of destroying nature, not living with it. He has misinterpreted his relationship with the machine as a self-contained cosmic situation, when in reality, man relating through the machine (as a tool) to the universe and himself is a much more fulfilling evolutionary concept. His inconspicuous slot in the cosmos leaves him frustrated and causes him to build falacious systems and structures which ostensibly destroy any encroachment of that fearsome reality NATURE. Always limiting flow, not allowing the blood to circulate, the air to refresh.

Oneness on a level of human beings requires total communication. The life source in each of us wants to join with others, but is limited on an elementary plane by our inability to spiritually and therefore physically relate to one another. Our inborn spirit is pushing out through our physical support system (our body) into the real world and hopefully to another support system of another life source. I love you and want to serve you. That's what this paper is. These words are for you. This typewriter is part of me now but its words are a part of you when you read them. And they can be repeated so anyone can relate their inside to many people's lumps of matter containing for the most part repressed, frustrated spirits.

Our frustration at being confined to our bodies should be realized and once known overcome by the use of tools, not to lash out in destruction, but to reach others who are equally frustrated. The ego is a blockage of free flow and is related to our identity with our bodies, our pile of matter. Our nervous system can be connected to all of the energy going on around us. The energy which comes in on many frequencies and intensities.

*Cosmic energy*
*Life energy*
*All love*

We have tools with us to help us relate to this flow. Our bodies are capable of placing our soul self source in the flow of love and energy. Our body is the closest matter and best related to that flow. We are the centers of life. Centers which are never centered always changing.
Our nervous system is the primary system relating our soul self world to the external reality. Through the sensory apparatus such as eyes, pain receptors, heat receptors, etc. we are connected to the outside. These apparati upon stimulation produce an electrical flow in the nerves attached to it. This flow then activates our brain and spine, informing us of changes occurring. We react to the changes in open new ways if we have freed ourselves of the fetters of our fathers’ frustration. This electrical flow is an energy flow carried by electrons whose consistancy is primarily energy, not much matter at all.

Our bodies also contain emitters of energy. Our bodies are manifestations of energy. And the well being of the spirit they enclose is transmitted through this $E = MC^2$ matter we are vibrating. Each of us to our eyes is energy vibrating at a multitude of frequencies of energy. $E = h\nu$

The energy of your soul self source flows out through matter into the universal medium of matter. Molecules flow into each other. Caress each other with vibrations of love.

Videotape is a tool for us to use in increasing our flow on a rudimentary level. It is probably right now the best tool outside our bodies because it transfers energy efficiently (closer to natural nervous system process) and encompasses the two spectrums of energy to which our bodies are well attuned: sound and light. A new tool not connected to the material world alone but pulsing with energies closer to the nonmaterial realm of electromagnetic awareness.

What we’re working toward now in this new age with the use of electronics is extending our nervous systems to a global, a universal and ultimately a cosmic scale through the use of tools. We have audio tape recorders, VTR’s and computers. All these things use the same kind of flow as our closest tool: our nervous system. The structures are different mainly because we are at a primitive stage in developing our system toward their biological counterparts.

What we’re talking about is tapping our psychic energy through our body through our nervous system out of our body into an external system which carries information—energy in a way similar to our nervous system’s flow.

Videotape is a tool for us to use in increasing our flow on a rudimentary level. It is probably right now the best tool outside our bodies because it transfers energy efficiently (closer to natural nervous system process) and encompasses the two spectrums of energy to which our bodies are well attuned: sound and light. A new tool not connected to the material world alone but pulsing with energies closer to the nonmaterial realm of electromagnetic awareness. But still, these whirring magnetic marvels are inert energy drains which require external inputs on all levels to sustain them. They are tools to transmit ourselves through. Machines can never match the capability of a human being as a communications medium. You are the medium. You, a living being, have a much greater capacity for energy emission and reception on multiple levels, even levels which we haven’t been capable of measuring. A machine loses energy in the process of transferance between the source and the recipient. There’s just no way around this particular generation gap. Machines are inert systems:

Energy sucking systems.
Machines have enamored us
awed us
savored us
into lives which are oiled by
their own offspring of worthless goods.
We started with them years ago
some we worshipped, others saved our time
Soon we ended up in lines
on conveyor belts belching and farting

We are not machines, we are not inert things
We are the sources of the life force.
When our bodies love our mind and soul,
When we listen to silence. When we love all.
Accept, humble and ask not of others but of ourselves.
Not relating to those programmed thought patterns
provided us by those who would have us worship
and love matter alone.
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Each of us is a channel and source for the life force which nature sings to. We are emitters of energy on many levels and bandwidths. We are each producing a song deep inside which, when unfettered, can join with others in a choir of harmonious sound. We have the ability to control our technology by learning of our life source, our energy song. The ego in us wants to force the gross parts of our songs down other people’s throats. But harmony and beauty swell not from homogeneity but from diversity and love.

The technology is teaching us that our environment is much more complex than the perceived reality would have us believe. We can tune into an infinite number of energy bandwidths flowing through our planet, our bodies, and decipher different patterns and amplitudes at each level or bandwidth of energy. We are also transmitting/generating an incredible amount of energy at different bandwidths causing a pollution of monotonous information that inundates all our being. Urban environments with their high density of people and technology are clogged with man made energy cycles. Our electrical wires are surrounded by a constantly fluctuating field of magnetic force. Our radio transmissions, our jack hammers, our motors, our televisions (each emitting a 15,000 cycle sound) all are intensifying man’s subserviance to technology. Technology which stemmed from his attempts to obliterate nature and make life “easier” has created an environment which for the most part is irritating and unhealthy for sustaining life.

The monotone rhythms of progress won’t be the sounds that save us from an engulfment by their refuse. We can’t clean up the environment with more machines because they too have wastes. It seems the least pollution occurs when technology is used for information flow, unaltered by merchandizing and money lending. The choice is ours to continue our planet or abandon it to the rushes of stagnation. We can’t expect to do it through dogma or rhetoric (religious, political, or otherwise) both of which are shields for shutting down the communication process right in our own brains. We have to do it ourselves on personal levels with our own energy and sharing the things we learn with others.